Day 1 - Departure Day
We met at 6pm at Newcastle Airport to fly direct to Gdansk. We arrived late at 11pm and were checked in to our
hotel by Midnight.

Day 2 –Gdynia
We had a fun breakfast at the hotel, the girls particularly enjoyed the waffle maker. We then headed up to catch the
train to Gdynia. Much fun was had trying to get the ticket machine to work but we succeeded in the end. It was a
very hot day in Gdynia. The Iron Man was also on, it made for an interesting day which included ice-cream and cake
for lunch and the first dip in the Baltic sea. The heavens opened towards the end of the day and we ended up in Pizza
Hut for our dinner.

.

Day 3- Sopot
Today we headed into Sopot by bus. After some interesting conversations and with the help of Google translate we
found a kindly old gentleman who guided us to the right stop and got off at the Grand hotel. We then had a tour
round the area and went onto the Pier, which is the largest wooden Pier in Europe. It was a lovely day again and
after trying some local specialities we headed to the beach again. After a nice lunch and visit to the Crooked house
we decided to try and find the bus stop home. After much fun we finally found the right stop. We headed back to the
hotel and had our final meal together at the hotel. We then had time to pack up our bags – some had more work to
do than others…….

Day 4 - Travel to camp
Today we had our final breakfast at the hotel and then collected all of our bags and headed for the bus stop.
We had received our directions for camp registration a couple of days before we flew out. It involved catching a bus
to the railway station (which was again fun and rather crowded). We then waited at the bus stop for Anita our unit
leader to come and meet us. They were delayed so we had a little wait and then headed to the station to meet her
group. Following this and meeting 30 new friends, our unit for the camp, we caught a bus to the Expo centre. The
Expo centre was the main meeting area. We registered here and after some more waiting boarded a bendy bus for
camp. When we thought we were ready for the off we waited for some more scouts to be loaded onto the bus and
headed to camp. We were dropped a long way from the campsite and after a long walk finally arrived at our camping
area. It turned out there were spare tents for us, but we had been told to take ours with us……

Day 5 – The first proper day of camp, a wide game and opening ceremony. It was exceptionally hot and there were
lots of scouts passing out all over but we survived.

Day 6 – Nature programme. We had another adventure. We downloaded an app and headed off on the only English
activity to a nature reserve. After getting confused by the buses we stopped by a small snack place and had pizza for
lunch and some nice cold slushies. We then caught a local golf buggy tour to the nature reserve. We had a good walk
into the nature park. A couple of the girls had their first experiences of TOI TOIs (portaloos Polish style).

Day 7– This was our “lazy day” and we had a day at the beach. We headed to the beach mid-morning and spent a fair
bit of the day in the Baltic sea which was pretty cold, but out of the sea was very very hot.

Day 8 – Service Project
Today we headed off very early – 7.45am bus - and we first
went to a Polish Civilisation museum (Viking and Amber)
where we were lucky enough to have an excellent translator
from another Patrol. We made clay bowls before lunch and
then headed into the forest. Whilst in the forest we assisted
the forest ranger with vegetation management around and
around trees which had been planted fairly recently (4 years
old). There were lots of mosquitos as it was raining and we
then had a long walk through the forest. Everyone was tired
when we returned to camp… We also made friends with a
Swedish IST, who visited us many times after this.

Day 9 – Regions Day
There were lots of activities and things on from different regions from Poland. It was an interesting day and we got
to know more about Poland. I met a few members of the Israeli contingent.

Day 10 – Water day.
Sadly the weather turned overnight and it was very windy on the Sunday, this meant that most of the water based
activities were altered / cancelled. Instead we took a vote and like the rest of our unit opted to catch the bus in to
Gdansk to explore the city. As it was a Sunday it was fairly busy and there were lots of markets which were great to
explore and the City had a great atmosphere. We had a good “Sunday Lunch” with most of the group opting for
burgers or ribs, I think there was a craving for meat… Like most of the camp buses to and from camp it was full and
standing there and back.

Day 11 – Cultural day, Gdansk
Today we found out we would be heading to Gdansk to partake in a wide game and visit the European Solidarity
museum. We were allocated onto a camp bus at 7.45am and headed off to the city. After coffee/hot chocolate we
headed over to our museum slot. Sadly the app for the wide game wouldn’t work so we made the most of the time
and explored the key sites of the city.
First the Solidarity museum, which we spent around 3 hours in. It was really interesting and humbling. Some of us
then headed to visit some of the churches and basilicas. 4 of us headed up the 400? steps to the top of the Basilica
for a great view of the city. We then swung by the crane and met up with the rest of the group and had a nice dinner
out and caught the late bus back with the girls heading off to enjoy the evening entertainment again.

Day 12- Development module
The girls were very tired so after a slow morning we headed up to enjoy the activities. We were paired with a
Ukrainian group and were looked after by German and Romanian IST. The girls explored what made the world and
about the sustainable goals.

Day 13 – Civilisation Module and Closing Ceremony
We headed up to the activity field. First up was Irish dancing, with the only Irish Scout on the site and his Polish wife.
It was a good laugh and most of the girls got stuck in. We then headed off to explore the other activities with lots
going on. We also packed most of our stuff. This was also the final day of camp and so for the closing ceremony,
which was very ceremonial and ended with a party.

Day 14 – Home time
We found out the night before that we were to catch a bus at 8am to head for the airport early. Our flight wasn’t till
2pm but as we were the last to fly of the internationals we needed to head there early with the others.
We got up early to pack our tents and said goodbye to our friends and headed up for the bus. At the airport we
enjoyed the comfort of the seats and last of the sunshine before heading through security and finding McDonald’s
(that was the girls). We finally arrived at Leeds Bradford at 4pm and after a long wait for our baggage we were
reunited with the girls’ families.

The trip was good and certainly pushed everyone out of their comfort zones, trying a lot of new things and being
fully immersed in a new culture. The girls all made good friends and I hope they will stay in touch for a long time.
They also very much enjoyed the Polish Ice-cream and speciality of Chimney Cakes.

